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Toulon, October 19th 2016, 18:00 

OCEA, DCI & ECA unveil their common solution for 

MCM operations - risk control and efficiency for Navies 

This offer provides Navies with a solution consisting of: 

 A ship designed by OCEA that enhances aluminum’s natural 

qualities and delivers an “increased survivability” to better protect 

the lives of crew members, the ship’s assets and onboard systems. 

 An unmanned mine-counter-measure system (UMS) developed by 

ECA Group composed of autonomous and remotely-controlled 

robots with a dedicated mission management system used to carry 

out mine counter measure operations faster than traditional 

solutions and avoiding the need for human intervention in the mine 

field.  

 An operational concept, training solutions and technical 

assistance, developed by DCI, specialized in the mine warfare 

domain, the implementation of robotic systems and the transfer of 

know-how from the French Navy to foreign naval forces, which 

guarantees the effectiveness and the long-term sustainability of 

the solution.  

OCEA, DCI and ECA are thus able to provide Navies with an effective 

capability to carry out mine counter measure operations while reducing 

the risks for the crews and deployed means. 

This solution will also be of interest for the insurance companies of private 

stakeholders or the decision-makers of countries that are self-insured for 

military applications. 
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Our partners are available to provide further information about this new 

solution, upon request, at their booths at the Euronaval tradeshow (Paris 

Le Bourget) from October 17 to 21, 2016.  

OCEA: Booth E14 (Hall 2B) 

ECA Group: Booths H73-F70 

DCI: Booths E4 – F5 (Hall 2B) 

 

About OCEA 

Specialized in the design, construction and support of aluminum ships 

for 30 years, OCEA exports 95% of its production to Asia, the Middle East, 

Africa, and Latin America. With its policy of continuous innovation 

focusing on customer satisfaction, OCEA has developed a competitive 

comprehensive offer of proven vessels and services to meet the specific 

requirements of Navies and administrations in charge of managing and 

securing the maritime territory. 

www.OCEA.fr 

About DCI 

Reference operator of the French Ministry of Defence for the transfer of 

French military know-how abroad, to the benefit of the armed forces of 

countries friendly to France, DCI Group has been operating for more than 

40 years across the entire defense and security spectrum. DCI can claim 

to hold the “French Armed Forces Training” certification.  

www.dci.fr  

About ECA Group 

Recognized for its expertise in robotics, automated systems, simulation, 

and industrial processes, since 1936 ECA Group develops innovative and 

comprehensive technological solutions for complex missions in hostile 

or restrictive environments. The Group is the leader in remotely-

controlled and autonomous solutions specialized in the detection and 

destruction of mines. 

80 countries and 9 of the 10 largest armies in the world are equipped 

with solutions developed by ECA Group.  

www.ecagroup.com  
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Disclaimer  

This press release could contain statements on past events and forward-looking statements including 

statements regarding future goals or targets. Forward-looking statements reflect current expectations for 

results and future events.  

Such forward-looking statements and targets depend on known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 

factors that may cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those anticipated herein. 

All these risks and uncertainties could affect the Group's future ability to achieve its targets. Risks, 

uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results anticipated 

in the forward-looking statements and targets include, among other things: the risks and uncertainties 

possibly mentioned in this press release; the strength of competition; the growth of the market; currency 

fluctuations; interest rate fluctuations; raw materials and freight price fluctuations; armed conflicts or political 

instability; obtaining the export authorizations that may be required for certain activities; control of costs and 

expenses; changes in tax legislation, rules, regulation or enforcement; our ability to successfully keep pace 

with technology changes; our ability to attract and retain qualified personnel and key-men; the evolution, 

interpretation and uniform application and enforcement of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), 

according to which we prepare our financial statements; supply chain bottlenecks; the performance of our 

business partners (subcontractors, agents, suppliers, etc.).  

Some of these risk factors are set forth and detailed in our Document de Référence (Registration Document 

including the annual financial report filed with the French Autorité des Marchés Financiers). This list of risks, 

uncertainties and other factors is not limitative. Other non-anticipated, unknown or unforeseeable factors 

could also have material adverse effect on our targets. The Group expressly disclaims any obligation or 

undertaking to update or revise any forward-looking statements or targets potentially contained in this press 

release to reflect any change in events, conditions, assumptions or circumstances on which any such 

statements are based. 

ECA Group  

 
The ECA Group is renowned for its expertise in robotics, automated systems, 
simulation and industrial processes. Ever since 1936 it has been developing 
complete innovative technological solutions to perform complex missions in 
hostile or restrictive environments.  
Its products are used by a demanding international clientèle requiring the 
highest levels of safety and efficiency, mainly in the sectors of defence, 
maritime, aerospace, simulation, energy and industrial equipment.  
 
In 2015, the Group reported revenue of 105.2 M€ for its three Departments: 
Robotics, Aerospace and Simulation.  
 
ECA Group is a Groupe Gorgé company.  
 
ECA Group is listed on Euronext Paris Compartiment C.  
Indices : SBF 250, CAC SMALL 90 et CAC IT- ISIN code : FR0010099515  
Mnémo : ECASA - Code Bloomberg : ECASA:FP 
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